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T

he Friends family has expanded rapidly in the twentieth century,
mostly in the Southern Hemisphere. In fact, newly convinced
Friends in Latin America, Africa, and Asia now outnumber those who
reached out to them by almost two to one and are still growing. I
embrace this gladly. The good news about the power and love of the
Present Christ is still reaching across boundaries and cultures around
the world. Of course, this movement goes well beyond Friends. The
burgeoning growth of Christianity, especially south of the Equator, is
shared by many groups.
I do not share the pessimism of those who use this southern surge
to conclude that in the Northern Hemisphere, the historic root of the
Quaker movement, Friends are unfaithful or failing. These Friends
have energetically reached into new regions for more than a century
and continue to do so. Further, in the face of sharp challenges at home,
I see sustained efforts to share the power of Christ with folk new to us.
Some of that new outreach is to serve different cultural groups within
our increasingly diverse societies. This will require new insights and
creativity in communication, in sharing and listening.

The articles by Pamela Calvert and Ken Comfort will open the way,
I hope, for more extensive conversation around the issues raised by the
cultural diversity among Friends. Certainly groups like Evangelical
Friends International, Friends United Meeting, Friends World
Committee for Consultation, and others have been working with these
realities, but I believe a more far-reaching dialogue on substantive
issues of faith and practice would strengthen us all. Perhaps some of
that could happen in the pages of Quaker Religious Thought.
The rest of this issue of QRT features reviews by Max Carter and
T. Canby Jones of two recent books about John Woolman, Michael
Birkel’s A Near Sympathy and Mike Heller’s The Tendering Presence.
These reviews and authors’ responses come out of the meetings of
the Quaker Theological Discussion Group at George Fox University
in June, 2004. They prompted rich discussion on that occasion, and
they lay a foundation for continuing engagement with Woolman in
both research and spiritual friendship. John Woolman is a treasure to
Friends and Christians everywhere as we hear his witness about what
it meant to order his life so he could pay “steady attention to the
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voice of the True Shepherd.” The courage and grace he brought to
the cultural challenges of his day still teach and inspire us in our own.
— Howard R. Macy
Guest Editor

Announcing: Quaker Theological Discussion
Group sessions, Philidelphia Convention Center;
Friday afternoon (1–3:30) and evening (7–8:30),
November 18, 2005.
(specific places to be announced on the website)
Session I

Quaker Influences upon American
Democracy—Theory and Praxis

Session II

Reviews of The Liturgies of Quakerism
by Ben Pink Dandelion, and Towards
Tragedy / Reclaiming Hope by Ben
Pink Dandelion and others
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